
 

 

Wondertour 

Sittard (Museum Hedendaagse Kunst De Domijnen) – Genk (CIAP) 

45 km,  +/- 4 hours (with stops) 

 

Legenda: 

LT: left turn 

RT: right turn 

S: go straight ahead 

C: continue to 

 

This cycling route makes use of a network of junctions. Easy-to-follow signs featuring junction 

numbers lead cyclists from one junction to the next.  



 

Museum Hedendaagse Kunst De Domijnen – Junction 23 – 5,4 km, 17 min. 

Museum Hedendaagse Kunst De Domijnen: Ligne 5, 6131 MT Sittard 

Junction 23: Hoek Sittarderweg / Rijstraat Born 

 

Things to see along the way: Castle Limbricht   

 

 

 

Museum Hedendaagse Kunst De Domijnen, Ligne 5, 6131 MT Sittard 

- Cycle north west on Willie Hillenstraat, in the direction of Wolf en Hertzdahlstraat 

- RT → Rijksweg Noord 

- 3rd exit on the roundabout → Elisabeth van Barstraat 

- C → Tunnelstraat 



- C → Limbrichterweg 

- Roundabout → S  

- C → Limbrichterweg 

- C → Provincialeweg 

- C → Molenstraat 

- RT → Beekstraat 

- RT → Platz 

- LT to stay on Platz 

- C → Allee 

- RT to stay on Allee 

- Castle Limbricht is on your left, Allee 1, 6141 AV Limbricht 

- Cycle south east on Allee 

- RT to stay on Allee 

- C → Platz 

- RT to stay on Platz 

- C → Michiels van Kessenichstraat 

- LT → Bornerweg 

- RT → Bornerweg 

- C → Sittarderweg → junction 23 

Junction 23 → Junction 19 – 4,4 km 

Use the foot and bicycle ferry to get across the Maas to Belgium. 
 

 
Cruising times of foot and bicycle ferry ‘t Vaerke: 

From 1 May to 30 September 7 days a week 

- May from 10 am to 7 pm 

- June, July and August from 10 am to 8 pm 

- September from 10 am to 7 pm 

- April and October (weekends only) from 10 am to 6 pm 



At high tide there is the possibility that the ferry will be temporarily taken out of service. 

Prices € 1.20 per person per transfer. 

Continue your cycle route. Please note that the signs featuring the junction numbers are no longer 

green/white but blue/white, because you’re in Belgium. 

Continue from junction 46 → 49 → 48 → 44 → 42→ 501 → 41 → 40 → 39 → 512 → 508 (23,8 km) 

Things to see along the way: Station As 

 

You are now taking a small detour to get to LABIOMISTA (10 min, 3,2 km). 

 

 

  



Junction 508, Opglabbekerzavel (Merelstraat), Genk 

- Cycle west on Opglabbekerzavel, in the direction of Stadionplein  

- LT → Pastoor Breulsstraat 

- RT → Kerkplein 

- RT → Marcel Habetslaan 

- Roundabout → S  

- RT to stay on Marcel Habetslaan  

- LABIOMISTA is on your right  

 

LABIOMISTA 

On the foundations of the mining past and the former zoo of Zwartberg (Genk), a project is evolving: 

Labiomista. It gives you insight into the unique vision of artist Koen Vanmechelen and his life's work 

in terms of identity, fertility & biocultural diversity.  

Labiomista consits of a 24-hectare park with an open-air exhibition of many of Vanmechelen’s (living) 

artworks and installations. Labiomista is opened from July untill November from Tuesday to Sunday: 

10 am - 5 pm. More information on https://labiomista.be/en  

https://labiomista.be/en


You are now taking a small detour to get to the next junction 548 (10 min, 3,2 km). 

 

Labiomista, Marcel Habetslaan 50, 3600 Genk, België 

- Cycle east on Marcel Habetslaan, in the direction of Guillaume Lambertlaan 

- RT → Guillaume Lambertlaan 

- 2nd exit on the roundabout → Guillaume Lambertlaan 

- 1st exit on the roundabout → Gieterijstraat 

- LT → Wolfsbergstraat 

- RT → Hengelhoefstraat 

- LT → Hengelweistraat 

- You have reached junction 548 

-  

Junction 548 → Junction 73 → C-mine (2,0 km) 

CIAP is on your right, C-mine 10, 3600 Genk, België 


